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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The input-output (I-O) tables presented below for Irish 1990 economic activities are

unofficial approximate estimates made by the writer. Previous similar unofficial tabulations

were presented in Henry (1983a and b). The most recent official I-O tables are for 1985,

published by the Central Statistics Office (1992) after heavy involvement of the writer in the

process of compilation. The main purpose of this present report is to provide some usable

results for 1990, as a five-year update of the 41-sector Central Statistics Office (CSO) 1985

official figures, before any possible CSO release for 1990. The i1990 results.given below

comprise a 13-sector inter-industry structure, much more aggregated than the 1985 41-sector

structure used by CSO (and having 39 real sectors and 2 nullsectors).

More detailed 1990 results can be provided by Henry, for multipliers and impact

analysis, as consultancy work for business. The arrangements for this can be made with the

Secretary of the ESRI, Mr John Roughan. Part 5 below offers some examples of impact

analysis by Henry for business interests, to date. Recommended reading in this context is the

Deane and Henry paper appearing in the December 1993 issues of the Irish Banking Review.

The writer is grateful for generous cooperation by Mr Mick Lucey of the CSO, and

his staff, by way of non-confidential data for 1990. Besides official publications (to be

mentioned below), there are several sets of National Account’s data at 25-sector level (R25)

used as background by CSO for their official publications including tables for EUROSTAT.

These 1990 data, kindly provided by Mr Lucey, have greatly improved the quality of the 1990

I-O tabulations, aggregated to 13 sectors for the tables following. These results are

approximations of any official 1990 I-O tables which CSO might publish, in due course.
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A Summary of Main 1990 Data Sources

Table 1 below comprises the final aggregated 13-sector 1990 transactions’ data-set

used as basis for average annual cost and multiplier calculations. Appendix "I below shows

how Table 1 aggregates and re-arranges the 41-sector structure of the CSO 1985 tables.

To reach Table 1 results, many data-sets were harmonised and fitted together.

Indicative sources are the following (detailed in the References section below):

(1) National Income and Expenditure 1992, c0mpiled-by CSO,.July 1993. This
gave all the control totals for 1990 National Acc0unt!ng aspects, and much
detail.

(2) Trade Statistics of Ireland, December 1991, also by CSO, used for
merchandise import and export detail.

(3) Census of Industrial Production 1990, by CSO, July 1993. This covers
industrial outputs in detail, and input costs in grouped descriptions.

(4) Various CSO releases and reports, such as that on Agriculture, covering 1987-
1991, in the September 1992 issues of the Statistical Bulletin.

(5) Further taxation details, in the Statistical Report of the Revenue Commissioners
for year ended 31 December 1991.

(6) Annual reports, such as the C6ras lompair l~ireann Group Annual Report for
1990.

(7) Unpublished CSO material, including a 48-sector background version of the
1985 published I-O tables.

(8) In parallel with the financial data, a listing of 1990 employment, derived from
Labour Force Survey 1990, with an R25 version of background 1991
employment details.

Subject-Matter of Parts 2 to 5, Following

Part 2 below describes the main features of Table 1, which presents 13-sector 1990

Irish transaction values in £ million at basic prices, with a bottom row of numbers employed

in different sectors.
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Part 3 looks at Table 2 average annual 1990 input cost structures and direct

employment intensities, per £ million total receipts (same as aggregate input costs).

Part 4 considers "direct-plus-indirect "multiplier aspects of input costs and employment

absorbed by (or implied by) £1 million-worth of "final output" of each sector of the economic

system of Ireland in 1990, as portrayed by Tables 3 to 5, which are derived from Table 2.

Final output, also referred to as "final demand", comprises purchases by households and

Government, and output taken by exports, by stock increases, and.by fixed capital formation.

4
All of these destinations or purchases of sector outputs comprise the final outcome of the

1990 Irish economic activity.

Part 5 summa.rises some impact analyses by the writer, to date, illustrating how the

detailed system described in Part 4 can be used, to estimate income and employment impacts

of the demand for individual or grouped sector outputs.

2. DESCRIPTION OF 1990 TRANSACTIONS

Table 1 sets out the 1990 13-sector I-O transactions table, with a matching row of

employment for each of 12 sectors. The transactions table comprises two sets of data, one

complete set being the rows across, down to and including the row "Total Input". The second

set is a reworked version of the group of rows above, denoted "Other Inputs", with some

additions and changes in columns (14) to (17), including revised "Total Input" values.

Employment

This single row may well be mentioned first, as fairly uncomplicated. The aggregate

of 1,126,000 persons, and part of the sectoral detail, comes from the Labour Force Survey

1990 results from April 1990. Where possible, quarterly average employment data were used,

from CSO Industrial reports in the Statistical Bulletin. In principle, the data for each of the
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12 sectors of relevance are "annual average". Sector (13) is "artificial", comprising business

costs not detailed by source for individual sectors of purchase, so this sector has no

employment in its input column (13).

Various difficulties occur, in detailed matching of employment with, say, the 39 real

sectors of the CSO 1985 I-O tables. However, all available relevant data were used for the

estimation, including a 25-sector (ESA R25) listing of 1991 Labour Force background data,

by courtesy of Dr G. Hughes of ESRI. . : .-

Within the 12 sectors, three show relatively large 1990 .numbers employed: the

Agriculture (2) group shows some 165,000; the Market Services (11) group shows about

395,000; and the Non-Market Services (12) groups shows 211,000.

Table l Transactions Rows down to "Total Input"

The transactions are "at Basic Prices" in IR£ million. The valuation at basic prices

means in effect "at farm or factory gate", without any product taxes added and including full

receipts by farmers for subsidised produce. Thus, to show full purchase cost of items such as

Beverages by Households, pan of the cost falls in the Indirect Tax row of column (14), pan

in the Market-Services (11) row, and pans in the Food, Beverages, Tobacco (3) row and the

Merchandise Imports row.

As mentioned above, sector (13) is artificial; its row (13) gives input costs not detailed

by source, while its column (13) gives the estimated sectoral make-up of some £2,596m., its

row output-aggregate.

The rows (1) to (12) distribute outputs (at basic prices) of 12 domestic economic

sectors to some 17 purchasing sectors or destinations, in the columns numbered (1) to (17).

The sectoral connection of the 12 sectors with the 39 real sectors of the CSO 1985 I-O

"Table AI", is detailed in Appendix 1 below. Table 1 is an aggregate 1990 version of the
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1985 "Table AI" in CSO (1992a); in the latter the "artificial" sector components were fully

dissolved by source, meaning in effect that Table 1 column (13) would be dissolved among

columns (1) to (12), to use up row (13) amount in each column, to complete the match with

1985 "Table AI".

In parallel with the 1985 "Table AI", Table 1 row (2) to column (2) includes £643m.

of crops consumed "on farm row (1) to column (1) includes £94m. for estimated value of

electricity "network losses". Readers are invited to look.at the larger entries for themselves.

A useful grouping of the output of rows (1) to (13) is to take aggregates of columns

(1) to (13), denoted "Total Intermediate", and aggregates of columns (14) to (17), denoted

"Total Final", demand or output. These row sub-aggregates are shown as the fight-hand last

two columns of Table 1. Their sum gives the "Total Output", which for rows (1) to (13) is

domestic, without any imported goods included.

From the point of view of producers selling their output, rows (1) to (12) mean

receipts for sales (at basic prices). We now consider costs of production, represented by

columns (1) to (13), first of all. The full cost for each sector is "Total Input", exactly

matching "Total Output" of the corresponding sector row. For example, sector (1) Energy has

both Total Output and Total Input of value £1,490.43m. Part of the costs comprises rows (1)

to (13) considered already, and aggregated in the row "Total Domestic".

The rest of the costs comprises the rows headed "Other Inputs". These cover costs of

Merchandise and Invisible Imports, and row components of Gross Domestic Product (GDP),

namely Indirect Taxes, negative Subsidies, Total Labour Costs, Gross Profits (including

depreciation allowance).

The Gross Profits row has an aggregate value £10,904.8m., which includes £2,585.4m.

depreciation allowance. In reaching this aggregate, £529.3m. "Adjustment for stock
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appreciation" was distributed along the row. An amount £ 1,033.8m. "Adjustment for financial

services" had to be removed from the row and relocated in the Market Services (11) row. This

removal includes moving £246m. of "Interest payable" by Agriculture for 1990 from the

Gross Profits row of column (2) to be relocated in the Market Services (11) row of column

(2). This £246m. of interest payable by Agriculture for 1990 activity is quoted in CSO

(1992c.).

To match the 1990 National Accounts’ GDP aggregate shown in CSO (1993b), it is

necessary to include entries right across each row through column (17). The Indirect Taxes

include: (a) overhead taxes such as Rates, (b) taxes on products, such as Value-Added-Tax

(VAT), taxes on alcohol and petrol. The row aggregates for the two kinds of Imports also

match the required 1990 "Imports of Goods and Services " (£14,514m.).

These "Other Inputs" costs also fill out columns (14) to (17), to give "Total Input"

aggregates as shown for 1990 in Table 5 of CSO (1993b). For example, the GDP Expenditure

component "Personal Expenditure" is exactly matched by the £15,585.2m. Total Input of

column (14) of Table 1, while column (17) Total Input £16,115.8m agrees with Table 5

"Exports of Goods and Services".

A brief comment on the Table 1 "Subsidies" row of negative entries is in order. Most

of the £384m. shown in column (2) is "overhead" subsidies paid direct to farmers: we find

a quoted £382.7m. for 1990 in CSO (1992c) report on Agriculture. Some of the "product"

subsidy relates to Ctras Iompair l~ireann (CIE) transport. The large subsidies shown in

columns (16) and (17) are for Intervention and Exports of agricultural products (mainly meat

and milk) under EU price support.
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Table 1 rows "Other Inputs Reworked"

Appendix 1 of Henry (1983a) provides details of how the Imports and GDP rows, and

Final Demand columns, must be reworked and extended, to give Table 1 rows (14) to (17),

with derived Gross National Product (GNP) row, and corresponding amended columns (14)

to (17).

The reworked rows and columns provide a rudimentary Social Accounting Matrix

(SAM) of four rows matched by four columns, at the level of Gross National D!sposable

Income, with GNP as a derivative.

The fh-st row, Table 1 Household Income (14) row, gives the sectoral sources of 1990

disposable household income, each column of columns (1) to (17) being an actual or possible

source of such income. Column (14) shows how this 1990 income was spent (£15,585.2m.)

or saved (£1,646m.). The aggregate for row and column (14) is £17,231.2m.

The second row and column are for Government income and current outgoings. Row

(15) shows an income of £9,762.2m. for Subsidies paid treated as negative income, but all

transfers received from EU sources (including Subsidy coverage) treated as positive income.

The same value of outgoings, in aggregate, includes a negative savings (i.e., borrowing) of

£457.5m., meaning that actual 1990 current outgoings, in column (15), were £10,219.7m

(given by £9,762.2m. plus £457.5m.) The £1,310m. in row (17) includes £1,009m. of interest

on the National Debt paid to the rest of the world and £301m. of EU Taxes.

The third row and column match savings with capital formation. Row (16) shows

aggregate Savings of £5,539. lm., matched by an equal expenditure in column (16), on capital

formation.

The fourth row and column match imports and outflows with exports and inflows; both

row and column (17) have £19,706.5m. as aggregate value. These aggregates conform to the
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Balance of Payments details for 1990 in Table 30a of CSO (1993b). For the accounts set out

in Table 1, the Savings (16) row entry of £182.4m. in column (17) indicates an "Import

Surplus" of that amount, requiring external "credit" to balance the full estimated amount of

imports and outflows of row (17). Readers may compare the sum of the "Merchandise" and

"Invisible" import rows above, with entries in row (17), to see estimated outflows amounts

of interest and dividends; some help on this aspect was provided to the writer by Mr Lucey

of the CSO.

3. DERIVED AVERAGE ANNUAL
COEFFICIENTS

1990 INPUT    COST    AND EMPLOYMENT

The central purpose of reworking "Other Inputs" rows of Table 1, as just described

above, is to enable extended multiplier analysis to occur. The Household (14) and

Government (15) rows and columns permit their treatment as "intermediate" sectors, to

estimate induced effects of household and government spending of income received. It would

be wrong on several counts to attempt this treatment of "Other Inputs" rows before reworking.

Table 2 shows the set of "direct input cost coefficients", derived from Table 1 by

dividing the entries in each column by the value of "Total Input" for that column. For

columns (1) to (13) only one Total Input value is shown. For column (14), the Total Input

value used is £17,231.2m., to cover Household savings as well as expenditure. For column

(15) the Total Input value used is £10,219.7m., matching the actual Government current

outgoings in aggregate, for Savings set at zero.

Subject to rounding errors in the fourth decimal place, the Table 2 coefficients in each

column add to unity, with due regard to proper selection. For columns (1) to (13), entries

above the Total Input row aggregate to unity. For columns (14) and (15), the unit aggregate

value is given by rows (1) to (13) and rows (14) to (17).
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The meaning of the coefficients should be clear enough. For columns (I) to (13), each

row entry in a column shows the average annual 1990 cost share, per £ million total receipts

for output at basic prices. "Cost" covers returns to labour and gross profits, all part of the

make-up of Total Input. For column (14), the entries show the average 1990 spending and

saving pattern of Households, per £ million disposable income received, the savings taking

9.55 per cent, with various taxes on purchases taking 14.86 per cent "Government Income"

per £ million received, on average. For column (15), with zero savings, the average pattern

of 1990 Government current outgoings shows 37.31 per ceni going.to Non-Market Services

(12) and 47.25 per cent by way of Household Income, in all forms of current transfers

including interest on the National Debt paid at home.

Table 2 has also a row of employment coefficients, showing average numbers (or

"manyears") per £ million received in each of sectors (1) to (12). These "direct" employment

coefficients or intensities vary considerably in size. Agriculture (2) has the largest (41.54),

followed closely by Non-Market Services (12) value (41.21). Two more relatively large values

occur: 28.12 for Market Services (11), and 27.97 for Clothing (4).

All of the Table 2 average annual coefficients can be thought of as direct "Multipliers"

per £ million output, wherever that output is sold. All such multipliers per £ million output

can be denoted "Normal" multipliers; the Henry (1991) paper explains the use of the term

"Normal", to avoid confusion with "Ratio" multipliers. The latter can be derived, as the ratios

of entries in any of Tables 3 to 5 to corresponding entries in Table 2.

4. DIRECT-PLUS-INDIRECT MULTIPLIERS FOR 1990 EMPLOYMENT, GNP AND
IMPORTS

All the inputs of Table 1 columns (l) to (13) are used up in producing the Domestic

outputs in rows (1) to (13) of Final Demand columns (14) to (17), as is total employment as
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well. Multipliers more complex than the "direct" kind of Table 2 are available, showing how

the inputs and employment of Table 1 columns (1) to (13) are absorbed by these 1990 Final

Demands. The "direct-plus-indirect" multipliers are now considered. In increasing complexity,

they comprise Tables 3 to 5.

A macro-result matching Table 3 can flu-st be presented, showing how Final Demand

aggregates of Table 1 column (14) to (17) and rows (1) to (13) absorb Intermediate "Other

Inputs" and employment. The following scheme shows how theabsorption occurs thi~ough the

Intermediate interactions:

Household Government Capital Exports Total Final
Formation

(14) (15) (16) (17) (14) to (17)

Household Income (.fan.) 3,006.36 2,119.09 1,311.71 4,199.09 10,636.25

Government Income (£m.) 1,836.00 1,084.75 818.11 2,552.74 6,291.60

Savings (£m.) 1,463.14 267.84 432.14 2,005.08 4,168.20

(GNP (£m.)) (6,305.50) (3,471.68) (2,561.96) (8,756.91) (21,096.05)

Imports + Outflows (£m.) 2,839.54 525.03 1,431.85 7,6,*3.66 12,4.40.08

Aggregate of Rows (l) to (13)    9,145.04 3,996.71 3,993.81 16,400.57 33,536.13

Employment (’000) 348.530 193.205 148.237 436.028 1,126.000

Each of the four columns of Table 1 Final Demand is seen to be "filled-in" by the reworked

"Other Inputs" to columns (1) to (13) of 1990 sectors. The employment is also fully absorbed

by the four columns. Each entry in each column of the scheme above can be thought of as

a "direct-plus-indirect" Impact obtained by applying Table 3 multipliers to the entries in a

Final Demand column of Table 1. For example, the Household Income entry of £3,006.36m.

in the Household column is the result of matching Table 3 Household Income (14) row

against the entries in the Household (14) column of Table 1, multiplying each matched pair

and aggregating the result.

The detailed background scheme of Table 3 needs to be explained.d By analogy, the
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schemes of Tables 4 and 5 should need less explanation.

Direct-plus-Indirect Multipliers (Table 3)

The Table 3 direct-plus-indirect multipliers are the least elaborate, because they take

into account only columns (1) to (13) as interacting, thus accepting columns (14) to (17) of

Table 1 as "Final Demand". Table 3 spells out in sectoral detail the background to the

aggregate results just discussed above. Each entry in Table 3 gives the average annual 1990

"direct-plus-indirect" multiplier or response or impact per £1 million Final Demand for the

1990 Domestic output of the sector names at the head of the column. Thus all entries in

Table 3 column (2) are multipliers of (impacts of) £1m. Final Demand (same as Final Output)

of the 1990 Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing (2) sector.

Three parts of Table 3 need descriptive comment:

(1)

(2)

(3)

the 13 rows and columns of Domestic Output;

the 6 rows of "Other Inputs Reworked" (in lieu of "Other Inputs);

the employment row.

(1) The 13 x 13 Array of Domestic Outputs

This matrix of multipliers is frequently called the "Leontief Inverse", as first

discovered by Professor Wassily Leontief. The direct-plus-indirect output required by £1m.

of Final Demand for the domestic output of any sector appears in the column headed by the

sector name. For example, £1m. of final demand for domestic output of Agriculture (2)

implies the entries in column (2). We see 1.2590 in row (2), meaning an indirect demand for

£0.2590m. of Agriculture (2) output, as well as the Final Output actual (direct) £1 m. of that

sector. From the Market Services (11) sector the required (or implied) output is £0.2498m.

per £1m. final demand for Agriculture (2) output.
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Each other column of coefficients or multipliers can be interpreted in the same way.

However, sector (13), the Artificial sector of business costs, has no Final Output, so its

column of entries is of theoretical interest only.

(2) The 6 Rows of Other Inputs, Reworked

Again, within each column these multipliers or responses relate to the sector named

at the head of the column. We see that the sum of rows (14) to (17) gives unit value within

, .          , "-            .

each column, subject to rounding errors in the fourth decimal place: This unit value (meaning

£1m. response per £1m. final demand stimulus) is the detailed "filling-in" analogue of the

scheme shown above for the four Final Demand columns. Worth notice is that GNP is the

sum of entries in rows (14) to (17); thus GNP plus Imports and outflows (17) "fills in" any

£1m. Final Demand for domestic output of a sector. So high GNP intensity implies low

Imports etc. intensity, and vice versa.

The three largest GNP responses (per £1m. Final Demand unit stimulus) occur in:

Non-Market Services (12) (value .8793); Agriculture (2) (value .7704); Market Services (11)

(value .7255). The two smallest GNP responses or intensities are .4054 for the Metals (8)

sector and .4345 for the Chemicals (6) sector.

(3) The Employment Row

The employment average annual 1990 responses per £1m. final demand stimulus show

wide variation. The three largest are (in man-year units): 62.39 in Agriculture (2); 48.88 in

Non-Market Services (12); 40.94 in Market Services (11). The three smallest average sectoral

responses are: 12.33 in Chemicals (6); 16.07 in Metals (8); 17.48 in Energy (1).

We may notice consistency between high GNP and employment intensities involving

the same three sectors. Low GNP and employment intensities occur in sectors (6) and (8).
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Direct-plus-Indirect-plus-Induced Multipliers (Table 4)

A fairly brief commentary should suffice, in view of the detailed discussion of Table 3

in previous paragraphs. Table 4 uses 14 interacting sectors, by treating Household (14) row

and column of Tables 1 and 2 as if it were an economic activity. Thus Final Demand is

confined to Table 1 columns (15) to (17), with larger (more intense) responses expected, to

absorb the same 1990 outputs of sectors (1) to (13) and the same employment as was

accomplished by Table 3. . ¯

Table 4 details are available to readers. The Leontief Inverse has 14 rows and

columns. The Household Income (14) row of column (14) has the value 1.2113, implying that

£ 1 m. of Household Income provided by, say, Government current transfers generates a further

£0.2113m. of Household Income by the induced effects of average annual 1990 Household

spending and saving. In the model, any £1m. of Household Income will have this same

induced effect, with further details in column (14), through being spent and saved in the

average Table 2 column (14) pattern.

The GNP row of multipliers has the largest response value of 1.2160 for Non-Market

Services (12), followed by 1.1197 for a £1m. unit demand for output of Agriculture (2). A

unit of Household Income as stimulus shows a GNP response of 0.6233 units of GNP, per

column (14) entry.

The Employment multipliers again show great variability. The largest value, 76.12

manyears per £ million final demand, occurs in Agriculture (2), followed by 62.12 for Non-

Market Services (12). A £lm. stimulus for Household (14) expenditure and saving implies

24.50 manyears on average throughout the economy, as shown in column (14).
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Multipliers for Government Also Interacting (Table 5)

These 15-sector multipliers treat Government Income (15) row as if it were sales of

output by a sector, and the corresponding column (15) of Government current outgoings like

the average annual input cost column of an economic sector.

The 15-sector Leontief Inverse for domestic outputs occupies the top section of

Table 5. The Government Income (15) row entry in column (15) has the value 1.4803,

implying a further .4803 units of Government Income generated by the spending of 1 unit of

income received by the Government through the Export (17) Column. ThisGovernment

Income of .4803 units applies on average to any £1m. unit of current 1990 outgoings by

Government, spent in the average pattern of Table 2 column (15), according to the multiplier

model assumptions.

Multipliers for the two remaining rows (16) and (17) and for GNP also appear, as do

employment multipliers. There seems little point in quoting their values here, as some

question about their validity will now be considered.

All Table 5 multipliers are larger than corresponding multipliers of Table 4, because

Table 5 results are based on an assumed Table 1 Final Demand confined to columns (16) and

(17), namely capital formation plus exports and inflows, and Table 5 multipliers or responses

have to provide Table 1 sector outputs and employment through a smaller Final Demand

stimulus than that of Table 4 (for which Government current outgoings are part of final

demand).

The principle of Table 4 multipliers (for supposed "Keynesian" induced household

spending effects) is generally accepted as plausible. But some question occurs, as to how

plausible is the Table 5 assumption of Government interaction by means of fixed proportions

in its current outgoings, in response to income available? The arguments for and against this
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assumption will not be pursued here. One may however treat the Table 4 results as "lower

limit" multipliers and those of Table 5 as actual or notional "upper limit" multipliers, with

some compromise level taken between these two limits. A tentative 30 per cent of the range

between these two limits has been used for some work on Tourism impacts, meaning the

"lower limit" impact plus 30 per cent of the range in question. The Deane and Henry (1993)

paper mentions this aspect.

5. APPLICATIONS OF MULTIPUERS FOR IMPACT ANALYSIS

It is advisable to update the I-O model underlying a table such as Table 1, for

improved estimation of economic impacts of some Final Demand stimulus several years later

than the year covered by the I-O report. This aspect will be considered below. Then there

follow brief descriptions of two impact studies by Henry (1987 and 1991), illustrating

different methodologies of impact estimation.

Updating the Input-Output Tabulations and Matched Employment

Any worthwhile I-O tabulations must be derived from historical data (mainly of the

kind published or held by the CSO). This means a time-lag of up to three years behind the

year being tabulated, to allow for the data to become available in a fairly finalised condition.

An earlier I-O tabulation loses out on at least two counts:

(a) preliminary industrial and National Account’s data are subject to major
revisions, this problem worsening with increased degree of detail;

(b) there are large gaps in the data-set which usually materialises within three
years after the year of analysis, and such gaps have to be filled by "estimation"
which may border on the heroic.

So, the present (December 1993) I-O situation for 1990 is typical. Three years on, the 1990

I-O approximate structures are available, as covered by Tables 1 to 5 of this report, with a
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detailed background. Next September, a similar estimation process could start, to give

matching results for 1991 if time and resources were available, by the end of 1994.

But, in the meantime, and until a 1991 or later I-O structure becomes available, two

feasible I-O applications or developments are possible:

(1) To do various simulation experiments within the 1990 annual average
hypothesis; this kind of simulation is illustrated by the Hertry (1987) paper to
be summarised below, on Agriculture 1982 impacts.

(2) To consistently reprice the given 1990 structure.~Table 1 or more detailed
versions) to a price-system of some later year, and to amend 1990 sectoral
employment for estimated growth in output~manyea:r between 1990 and the
later year of analysis. The Henry (1991) paper on Tourism impacts of 1989 is
a good example of this kind of application. The repricing process obtains
implicit price deflators from the published National Accounts for Final
Demand aggregates such as Personal Expenditure, Imports of Goods and
Services, for, say, the period 1990-1993. These deflators (or inflators) are
applied to the reworked "Other Input Costs" rows, such as Household Income,
to give, say, 1990 values at 1993 prices. The I-O computerised model can
consistently reprice the equivalent of Table 1 to give a full set of Transactions
at, say, 1993 prices derived from the National Accounts in the way just
mentioned.

To amend the 1990 employment sectoral direct intensities to, say, 1993

output/manyear intensities, various CSO-based data are used. The basic principle is to "trend"

Gross Domestic Product at constant prices/related employment, in the greatest sectoral detail

permitted by the available data. Thus the "direct-plus-indirect" employment estimates for, say,

some 1993 impact simulation are "average annual" 1993 estimates derived from an I-O

structure at estimated 1993 price levels and productivities, to the extent that the data permit.

In all of these impact simulations, more sectors give increased precision of estimation,

based on the fact that more sectors mean more information being used by the I-O modelling

process. The 13-sector Table 1 structure of this report is too aggregate for many applications

of the kind to be described in the following two summarised reports. If some sector is the

centre of interest of some impact study, this sector should at least be separated out, and
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perhaps further sub-sectored if expert advice is available on such further detail. Between 40

and 60 sectors is adequate for many impact experiments.

The 1982 Economic Impact of Irish Agriculture and Dependent Food Processing

This Henry (1987) impact study used a 23-sector I-O 1982 structure having

Agriculture and Dependent Food Processing distinguished as two explicit sectors among the

set of 23 (corresponding to the 13 sectors of Table 1 above). The. approach was to suppose
¯ .          .              .          .

that all agriculture production was non-existent in Ireland during 1982, and that food

processing industries which depended mainly on raw materials from agriculture had closed

down. It was further supposed that a network of related activities, as estimated by the I-O

model, had also ceased to exist, and that all employees in the related but non-existent jobs

had emigrated with their families and dependents. The food distributive sector was assumed

to remain, by distributing imported food at a slightly higher cost than the native produce.

The model solution gave a consistent economic structure complying with the

conditions outlined above. By subtracting this structure from the "actual" given I-O 1982

structure, the full impact of the agriculture and dependent food processing 1982 activities was

estimated. This full impact comprised 30 per cent of 1982 employment and 26 per cent of

1982 GNP, with a net positive contribution of £900 million to the 1982 balance of payments.

The analysis thus revealed the major importance of the agriculture and dependent food

processing sectors in Irish 1982 economic activity. Numerical results are to be regarded as

orders of magnitude, rather than precise estimates.

Employment and GNP Impacts of 1989 Tourist Expenditure

This Henry (1991) impact study used a 21-sector I-O 1982 structure repriced at 1989

prices, and having the sectoral employment amended to take account of growth of
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output/manyear between 1982 and 1989, in the way explained above in a previous paragraph.

The 1989 expenditure had three main groupings: (1) "Out-of-State" tourists, (2)

"Carrier Receipts", (3) expenditure by Irish tourist at home. The "Carrier Receipts" is

payments by tourists to airlines and shipping for carrying them to points in Ireland and again

carrying them home from points in Ireland. The other two groups of expenditure were treated

separately, category (1) covering expenditure by tourist visitors from abroad, and category (3)

covering expenditure in Ireland by Irish residents taking holidays .within Ireland.

To complete this impact analysis two kinds of data have to-be brought¯-together and

used. The flu’st kind comprises the I-O sectoral multipliers, in this case those of the 1982

structure at 1989 prices and with estimated 1989 sectoral output/manyear. The second kind

is an "I-O compatible" Final Demand version of the three tourist expenditure 1989 categories.

As "Carrier Receipts" may be treated as "Sea and Air Transport", only the other two

categories require elaborate breakdown and rearrangement of data, to give a column of

expenditure at basic prices similar to the Household (14) column of Table 1 of this report.

With help on data from Mr Brian Deane of Bord F~iilte, the rearrangement was made, to fit

the 1-O structure required. Then application of the sectoral GNP and employment 1989

multipliers to the rearranged expenditure was possible.

The estimated 1989 impacts were as follows. The £757m. Out-of-State tourist

expenditure was worth £748m. of GNP and 39,400 manyears of "average annual"

employment, by way of "direct + indirect + induced" effects. Carrier Receipts of £232m.

generated £223m. GNP and 11,300 manyears, by way of "direct + indirect + induced". For

home expenditure of £331m. by Irish tourists, the impact of £269m. GNP and 13,300

manyears was "direct + indirect", the induced effect not being valid for domestic tourism.
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APPENDIX 1 :

2O

Matching of Ireland 1990 Input-Output 13-Sector Structure with that of
CSO 1985 41-Sector

Sector Description Approximate Match by CSO NACE-CLIO 3-Digit Brief Comments on 1985
of 1990 13-Sector 1985 41-Sector Groups Matching of 1990 Sectors

Energy (1) Coal (2) 111 and 112 For both years (1985 and 1990),
Petroleum Products (4) 140, termed includes Natural Gas production,
Peat fuel part of non-Met. Peat fuel part of 239 excludes "own-account"
Miner. (8) 134, 161, 162, 170 Construction moved to sector (9)

Elect., Gas, Water (5) below, includes Electricity
"network losses".

Agriculture, Forestry, Agriculture. Forestry. Fishing (1) 011 m 019, For both years, excludes farmers’
Fishing (2) 020. 303 "Turf’ moved to (1) above,

includes crops consumed on farm.

Food.. Beverages, Meat and M. Prods. (16) 412 Covers all animal slaughter.
Tobacco (3) Milk + Dalry Prods (17) 413 Includes pasteurising plants.

Other FoodProds. (18) 411,414 to 423
Beverages (19) 424 to 428 ¯ ,:
Tobacco (20) 429

Clothing, Footwear, Textiles + Clothing (21) 431 to 439
Textiles (4) Leather + Footwear (22) 441 to 456

Wood. Paper. Wood Prods. + Fumit. (23) 461 to467
Miscellaneous Paper + Print. Prods. (24) 471 to 474
Manufacturers (5) Other Manuft. Prods. (26) 491 to 495

Chemicals. Rubber. Chemical Producu (9) 251 to 260
Plastics (6) Rubb. + Plest. Prods. (25) 481 to 483

Non-Metallic Non-Metal. Min. Prods. (8) 231 to 248 For 1990, Peat fuel has been
Minerals (7) excluding peat fuel excl. Peat fuel part of moved to sector (1) above.

239

Metals, Engineering, Metals + Ores (7) 211 to224
Vehicles (8) Metal Prods. (ex. M~ch.) (10) 311 to 319

Agric. + Indust. Mach. (11) 321 to 328
Office Machines (12) 330and 371 to 374
Electrical Goods (13) 341 to 347
Motor Vehicles (14) 351 to 353
Other Trans. Equip. (15) 361 to 365

Construction (9) Building + Conslx. (27) 505 to 509 Includes "o’�~l-accoLlnt" new

construction.

Transport + IrdandTransport (31) 710 to 730
Communication (10) Marit. +AirTranspL (32) 741 to 750

Auxfl. TranspL (33) 761 to 773
Communic. Serv. (34) 790

Market Sel~ices (II) Repair and Recov. Serv. (28) 620, 671,672
Wholesale + Retail Trade (29) 610 to640
Lodg. + Cater. Serv. (30) 66O
Credit + Imur. (35) 811 m 820
Business Serv. (36) 830, 840
Rent. of Immov. (37) 850
Other Market Serv. (38) 92C to 97C, 981 to

984

Non-Market Services Gen. Public Services (39) 91, 92A. 96A, 97A
(12) Non-Mkt. Health Services (40) 95A, 95B

Other Non-Mkt. Services (41) 93A, 93B, 94A. 94B,
96B, 97B, 99

Artificial Sectors (13) Non-Existent sep~aately, for The input cost groupings: (a)

1985 I materials for repa~s. (b)
! packaging, (c) residual business

Cktl~nt ~xpc’rld,in.Lr¢, WCI~

dissolved into component costs
for Final 1985 tabular results.
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Ivh:~,a~. ~¢cnt~, Vd~cl~ !::.:: i .::.:: :. ::i ~ ~ .:: ~.i".0127 .0149 .0185 .0174 ,0144 ,(~99 .0390 t.0265 .0328

Cons~on !i::i:i i i :. ii ::i ~ ~il i::.0258 .0514 .0446 .0289 .0309 ,0212 .0384 .0216 1.0380

r,.~o., c=~. !iiiiiiiii~O~!::.o622.089~ .0~ .0828 m89 .0~6~ .~089 .0~45 m9
:::::::::::::::::::::::

Fd~z~a ~
!::! !:": ::i:’i ~( ~ [ !..:: ::.

.3963 .6~54 .6477 .3886 .4296 .2955 .5238 .3161 .6252

Nan-Madder S4~wi~ i:ii!i! ~)i .1787 .1707 .2075 A816 A907 .1357 .2282 .1442 .2424

Artificial i::;:’i:, ili~ i .0843 .0569 A776 A020 .0946 .0819 .1634 .1158 .1710

~old

Gov~t Inc¢~¢ i;i::!::;ii;::~:.i;!ii .3861 ,3226 .3876 .3728 .3959 ,2800 .4569 .2886 .4781
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Row D~cripz~o~ ’:’::: :’: :::::: ~:’:’: :".............................. 11) (27 (37 14) (5) (6) (7) (8) 19)

273 2 ,5  707 , 05 2 32
C,z¢~ National Pmd~ ~:~::~l~i i~ .9851 1.3365 1.1391 .8955 .9660 .7193 1.0973 .71~i5 1.1498

lrnpo~ * Outflo,~ :.:!:.i :. (X T) !::!.77/44 .6559 .7155 .8293 .7956 .T787 3595 .8195 3668

A~tion of (16) m’~l (17) ilili ii:.iil iiii;::!::i!i:’i i i!I.- I.- 1.- I.- I.- I.- I.- 1.- 1.-
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Row D~cripzi~s ::: :: ::::: ::o::::: ::: (I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (0) (7) (8) (9)
::::::::::::::::::::::

Er~loymc~ p~ £ million ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 36.99 87.39 61 .~4 $4,92 46.40 ~5.08 48.23 30.47 61 .I I

.3184

1.1988

.6846

I,-

(1~
6OA3

.0520

.0499

.I014

.C~Tl

.0390 .0438

.0107 .0112

.0155 .OlOl

.0313 .0167

.1130 .0685

1.1031 .1047

.6258 1,6634

.2180 .2365

.0442 .0521
,7530 .7677

.4718 .4703

(10) ¯ (/1)

.3416

] .2378 :

.6~84
.%

L-

(11)

65.36

.0562

.0513

.1040

.0073

,0594

.0172

.0091

.0356

.0595

.1238

,7133

1.3050

.0487

1.1917

,657A

::+::. <<:: H¯
.o773 .o7o4 i:i:.~;i(!):::!:::.o781 .o673
0so2 .o478 o~9 .o7s7
.1630 .0958 iil i~ ii .2033 .1600

.OltO .0182 !:~! :(4)i! i:: .0143 .Olll

.o725 ::~! :/: .e474 .o~o

.o236 :::~:~:::: .o2~ o~68
.o~2 ~::!ii::iq) i::i::.ec67 .oo86
.0~96 .0190 .0230

.c~4 iii::~i;::i::.0405 .os~7

.1572 ii(!O) i :: .It~9 .o~4

.7476 (Ji):. :. .6926 .6137

.395~ !!:.ii~i~i: ::::.2~8 .6~oo
1.0453 !!i :i:~!3 : .0489 .0443

.7G64 L.5881 1.2191

.3320 :.:::!! (i~i i :: .4~75 1.4803

(12) (13) :!!!~ ~ i!~ F ~:~ :~i:: :: :::::::(14) (15)

:::::::::::::::::::::::::

.2974 .22~3 :! ~i .2985 .2588

1.6551 1.C955 ,9311 .9962

.7026 .7715 ..................... .7015 .7412

L- I.- :.~:i i.- i.-

(., (,5,
85.32    48.50 :::.:~. 40.77 52.64

I,,.7


